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The world of jewellery and ornaments has a deep bond with our society and especially for the
women. It is not just a piece of decoration on the body but something which holds emotions, values
and lot of relations. Given that, it is very important to go to a place where the quality is trusted and
designs are finely crafted. It is here that Tirumala Jewellers is making its presence felt.










The journey goes a long way back for Tirumala as the family has been in this business since 1830s.
‘Our forefather were official Jewllers of Nizam of Hyderabad. Tirumala Jewellers is one of the first
shop to follow 916 hallmark standards for their entire stock line’, says Amit Gupta. With the tree

growing
Tirumala Jewellers was born officially in 1994.The man behind this is Suresh Gupta
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who is in this jewellery business since 1966. Among the many reasons why Tirumala is the chosen
for purchasing jewellery, here are a few notable facts:
Their goodwill and service standards is such that they now have unconditional support of many loyal
customers in
Hyderabad and foreign countries since many generations
They have in-house manufacturing and designing setup which ensures products are made in best
quality and with reasonable
Prices
Clients also have the facility of going in for customized jewellery as per their choice and taste
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Apart from the above, Tirumala Jewellers has scored brownie points by giving personalized attention
to their clients as and when needed and creating a strong everlasting bond of trust and mutual
respect. Though they have been in this business since long, it is
their work which did the talking with hardly any advertisements and publicity.
What keeps Tirumala Jewellers popular among the clients is their wide range of collections,
especially the wedding collections.
With a diverse set of products be it studs, diamonds or gold, the variety is huge and it has become a
one-stop shop for all jewellery requirements catering to many weddings and other functions. Most



importantly, it is the price , service and affordability which is giving that joy and satisfaction to the



buyers.
However, with changing times and keeping in mind the requirement of clients who are living at far off
places, the need to expand has come. As part of that, Tirumala Jewellers started focusing on
upcoming areas and looked at having a spacious store as per current standards. In that process, the
brand has moved to Jubilee Hills in August this year. That way, by imbibing the right value system
and adhering to committed service, Tirumala Jewellers is redefining the world of jewellery in their own
style.
For more information, contact:
Tirumala Jewellers
# 8-2-293/82/A/1133, Ground Floor,Road
No.36, Jubilee Hills, below Chutneys Restaurant, Hyderabad. Ph: 6309 806 029
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